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a b s t r a c t
Whenever an array element is accessed, Java virtual machines execute a compare
instruction to ensure that the index value is within the valid bounds. This reduces the
execution speed of Java programs. Array bounds check elimination identifies situations in
which such checks are redundant and can be removed. We present an array bounds check
elimination algorithm for the Java HotSpotTM VM based on static analysis in the just-in-
time compiler.
The algorithmworks on an intermediate representation in static single assignment form
and maintains conditions for index expressions. It fully removes bounds checks if it can be
proven that they never fail. Whenever possible, it moves bounds checks out of loops. The
static number of checks remains the same, but a check inside a loop is likely to be executed
more often. If such a check fails, the executing program falls back to interpreted mode,
avoiding the problem that an exception is thrown at the wrong place.
The evaluation shows a speedup near to the theoretical maximum for the scientific
SciMark benchmark suite and also significant improvements for some Java Grande
benchmarks. The algorithm slightly increases the execution speed for the SPECjvm98
benchmark suite. The evaluation of the DaCapo benchmarks shows that array bounds
checks donot have a significant impact on the performance of object-oriented applications.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
To ensure safe execution of programs within a virtual machine, every illegal memory access must be intercepted. For
field accesses, this is done by type checking and verification of the field offset at compile time. Array accesses, however,
require a run-time check to verify that the specified index is within the bounds of the array. In case of Java, the lower bound
of an array is always zero, while the upper bound is the length of the array minus one. If the index is not within this range,
an ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException must be thrown. The overhead introduced by such checks can be significant,
especially for mathematical applications, but checks fail only in rare cases. When it can be proven at compile time that a
check never fails, it can be omitted. Such a check is said to be fully redundant.
There are situations where checks are not fully redundant, but the total number of executed checks can be reduced by
moving checks or combining several checks into a single one. For example, a check performed within a loop is likely to be
executed more often than a check before the loop. The total number of dynamically performed checks can be reduced by
replacing such a check with another one. In this case, the check is said to be partially redundant.
One important property that must be kept in mind when eliminating or moving checks in Java programs is that the
semantics must stay the same. When a check fails, the exception must be thrown at the correct code position of the failing
array access. It is not allowed to just stop the program when an array is accessed out of its valid bounds.
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This paper describes our array bounds check elimination algorithm that tries tominimize the total number of dynamically
executed checks in Java programs. It works as an additional optimization step on the just-in-time compiler’s intermediate
language, which is in static single assignment form. It eliminates checks that can be proven to be fully redundant and inserts
additional instructions to be able to remove partially redundant checks by grouping multiple checks or moving checks out
of loops.
To avoid loop versioning, i.e. the duplication of code, and nevertheless retain the exception semantics of Java, we use the
facilities of the Java HotSpotTM VM to switch back from compiled to interpreted code. Our algorithm focuses on program
structures that are common to Java programs and eliminates the checkswith a low impact on compile time. This is important
because it is integrated into a fast just-in-time compiler where the additional time needed for compilation decreases the
total execution speed.
We implemented our analysis for the client compiler of the Java HotSpotTM VM. This paper contributes the following:
– We present a fast algorithm for array bounds check elimination that is suitable for a just-in-time compiler.
– We preserve the exception semantics of Java by using deoptimization.
– We show how to handle integer overflow when checking bound conditions.
– The evaluation shows the impacts of our algorithm on several benchmarks. We compare our results to the speedup
theoretically achievable by array bounds check elimination.
In addition to our previous conference paper [27], this extended journal version contributes the following new elements:
– We present an in-depth analysis of our algorithm with more examples and details.
– We discuss problems of bounds check elimination in the context of on-stack-replacement of methods.
– We compare our approach with the bounds check elimination of the Java HotSpotTM server compiler.
– We evaluate our algorithm with additional benchmarks, which show that bounds check elimination has a significant
impact on scientific applications, but hardly any impact on object-oriented applications.
2. Motivational example
Listing 1 shows a fragment of the method String.hashCode() that calculates the hash value of a String object. The
character array value is accessed within the loop.
in t hashCode = 0;
for ( in t i = o f f se t ; i < l im i t ; i ++) {
hashCode = hashCode ∗ 31 + value [ i ] ;
}
Listing 1. Calculating the hash code of a String.
According to the semantics of an array access in Java, the method could be rewritten as shown in Listing 2. The array is
accessed onlywhen the index i is within the valid bounds. Otherwise, an exception is thrown. In this example, the condition
will always be true and the code with the exception will never be executed because limit is computed correctly. A run-
time exception is viewed as a program bug, so in a correct program no array bounds check should ever fail. This makes
bounds checks different from explicitly coded if-statements, where both the if-branch and the else-branch are expected to
be executed. Although the compiler cannot assume that the bounds checkwill never fail, it can assume that the bounds check
will most likely not fail. Therefore, better optimizations are reachablewhen array bounds checks are treated differently from
other conditions.
in t hashCode = 0;
for ( in t i = o f f se t ; i < l im i t ; i ++) {
i f ( i >= 0 && i < value . length ) {
/ / safe ly access array
hashCode = hashCode ∗ 31 + value [ i ] ;
} else {
/ / exceptional case , should never occur
throw new ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException ( ) ;
}
}
Listing 2. Hand-coded array bounds check.
3. System overview
The main components of the Java HotSpotTM VM include the run-time system, the garbage collector, and the interpreter.
Furthermore, two different just-in-time compilers are available, called the client compiler and the server compiler. The server
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Fig. 1. Structure of the client compiler.
compiler [20] performs aggressive optimizations and produces fast machine code, however the time needed to compile a
method is high. This is acceptable for long-running server applications, but not for interactive desktop applications where
response time is more important than peak performance. The client compiler [11,18] achieves a high compilation speed by
omitting time-consuming optimizations.
Both compilers can apply optimizations on optimistic assumptions. If an optimization is invalidated later, e.g. because of
dynamic class loading, the VMcan deoptimize themachine code [14] at discrete points, called safepoints. Execution is stopped
and reverted back to the interpreter. The local variables and the current operand stack of the interpreter are reconstructed
from the values of the registers and the memory.
Fig. 1 shows the main components of the client compiler. The compiler is invoked only for frequently executed methods.
It transforms the Java bytecodes of the input method to machine code with the help of two intermediate data structures,
called the high-level intermediate representation (HIR) and the low-level intermediate representation (LIR). The instructions
are organized in basic blocks, which are groups of sequentially executed instructions. Only exceptions allow control flow to
exit the predefined execution order and jump to an exception block.
At the end of a basic block, control flow instructions that jump to other basic blocks like goto or if are allowed. A block is
linked with all its predecessors and successors. The HIR is in static single assignment (SSA) form [8], i.e. there is always only
a single point of assignment for each instruction.When control flowmerges, phi instructions are inserted tomerge different
values of a variable. Data dependencies replace the local variables and the operand stack used by the Java bytecodes.
After the HIR is constructed, various global optimizations are performed, including global value numbering [4] and
elimination of null checks. Our new bounds check elimination algorithm operates on the HIR just before the generation
of the LIR. It is applied after all other optimizations on the HIR were performed because it can profit from them.
The LIR is close to a three operand machine code, but still platform independent. It is used for linear scan register
allocation [26]. From the LIR, the final platform-dependent machine code is generated.
Two LIR instructions are necessary to perform the bounds check for every HIR instruction that accesses an array: a
compare instruction of the array index and the array length, and a conditional branch to an out-of-line code stub that throws
the exception if the check fails. As the lower bound of an array is always 0, the check whether the index is within the valid
range can be reduced to a single unsigned compare. The comparison if a is at least 0 and smaller than b can be checked by
regarding a as an unsigned value and testing only whether it is smaller than b.
The current production version of the client compiler does not perform any kind of sophisticated array bounds check
elimination. A bounds check is eliminated only when both the index and the length of the array are compile-time constants.
This case is rare.
Our algorithm is implemented as a separate optimization phase just before LIR generation. It marks those array access
instructions with a flag whose bounds checks are redundant and adds additional HIR instructions in case of partially
redundant checks. When generating the LIR for an array access instruction, the flag is used to decide whether the bounds
check must be emitted.
Our algorithm does not perform interprocedural analysis. This would require checking the bytecodes of all methods,
also of those that never get compiled. Additionally, dynamic class loading could invalidate interprocedural information and
therefore lead to additional deoptimizations.
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4. Conditions
Our array bounds check elimination algorithmmaintains conditions for index variables to decide whether a given index
iswithin the correct bounds.We keep the kind of conditions as simple as possiblewithout significantly reducing the number
of eliminated checks in average Java programs. In comparison to other approaches [3,22], we do not use an inequality graph.
Instead, the algorithm keeps a condition of the following form for every instruction x that computes an integer value:
ilower + clower <= x <= iupper + cupper .
Variables ilower and iupper refer to HIR instructions (i.e. the values produced by them), while clower and cupper are integer
constants. If the instruction parts of a condition are missing, the bounds are compile-time constants. Initially, when nothing
about the bounds is known yet, every instruction has the condition
MIN <= x <= MAX
where MIN and MAX denote the minimum and maximum possible values of a 32-bit signed integer. Even when the bounds
of a variable are a conjunction or disjunction of several conditions, the algorithm stores only a single condition. This is a loss
of information, but a practical simplification in most cases. It makes the algorithm simpler and faster because it reduces the
amount of data that must be processed.
Maintaining only a single condition requires that the algorithm must combine several conditions into a single one. Two
conditions can be conjuncted or disjuncted. The upper and the lower bound are treated separately by these operations. The
algorithm needs to be conservative, as a wrong condition could mean that a necessary bounds check is removed. In the
following example two conditions are disjuncted, i.e. the algorithm knows only that at least one of them is true:
a <= x or b <= x.
If we do not knowwhether a is greater than b or vice versa, we have no new lower bound for x. A disjunction of conditions
can occur for example after an if statement when the values of x coming from different possible control flow paths are
merged.
In the case of a conjunction, we can safely take either of the two conditions as the new condition for x. The algorithm
takes the later obtained condition as the new one. In the following example, the resulting condition for xwill be that x is at
least b, when we do not know whether a is greater than b or not:
a <= x and b <= x.
4.1. Dominator tree
Our algorithm benefits from the SSA form of the HIRwhere each variable is assigned only at a single place in the program,
i.e. its value does not change after its definition. But even if a method is in SSA form, the conditions for a variable are not the
same at different points of the method. Control flow instructions like if do not modify the value of the operands, but do
modify their bounds in the succeeding basic blocks.
The algorithm processes the blocks in a dominator-based order and maintains a stack of conditions for each variable,
where the topmost stack element is the current valid condition. A dominator of a block is a block that is always executed
before the block itself is executed. A range condition that holds in one of the dominators also holds in the block itself. It can
only get stronger. Therefore, the algorithm uses a pre-order traversal of the dominator tree. When a block is processed, the
condition for a variable is the conjunction of all conditions on the variable in the parent blocks in the dominator tree. Using
this approach the algorithm avoids building an extended SSA form like in [3]. To be able to merge the conditions of variables
from different control flows, the blocks are processed such that the predecessors of a block are processed before the block
itself is processed. Only loop headers are an exception.
The calculation of the dominator of a block is done in one of the earlier phases during compilation. Our algorithm takes
the results and constructs the dominator tree from this information. Fig. 2 shows the control flow graph of an example
method and the corresponding dominator tree. Block B1 is the first block of the method and will always be executed before
any other block is executed. Therefore, this block is the root of the dominator tree and is processed first by our algorithm.
Block B2 is a loop header, i.e. when entering the loop, this block is always executed first.
In the dominator tree, all blocks of a loop are children of the loop header block. The two alternatives B3 and B6 aremerged
at block B4. All three blocks are immediate children of the loop header in the dominator tree. Our algorithm processes blocks
B3 and B6 before block B4. Because of this, the conditions for values merged by phi instructions of block B4 are calculated
before the condition for the phi instruction. The final processing order is shown on the right side of each block.
4.2. Initial conditions for instructions
Generally, the initial condition of an integer instruction is that it is at least the minimum integer value and at most the
maximum integer value. For some instructions, however,more specific initial conditions canbederived. The lower andupper
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Fig. 2. Dominator tree and processing order.
Fig. 3. Example for calculating initial bounds of instructions.
bounds of a constant instruction can be set to the constant itself. Another example is the bitwise and operator &. If one of its
operands is a positive constant, then the result is always at least zero and at most the constant operand. Similarly, bounds
can be computed for themodulo operator %. The bounds for addition or subtraction instructions with constants involved are
derived from the bounds of the non-constant operand. The Java if-operatorwith two constant values, e.g.(a > b) ? 0 : 1,
gets the range between the two constants as its initial bounds.
Listing 3 is a fragment of the method Hashtable.get() of the Java collection library. Our algorithm derives from the
arithmetic operations that the array access does not require a bounds check. Fig. 3 shows how the initial conditions are
calculated. First, we derive that hash & C is always positive, because one of the operands of the bitwise and operation is
positive. An array length must also always be positive, so we have a modulo operation with two positive operands. We can
derive that the result must be between 0 and the second operand minus one. The resulting condition is then sufficient for
removing the bounds check.
f i n a l in t C = 0x7FFFFFFF ;
in t hash = key . hashCode ( ) ;
in t index = (hash & C) % tab . length ;
Entry e = tab [ index ] ;
Listing 3. Fragment of the method Hashtable.get().
5. Elimination of bounds checks
We distinguish three cases where bounds checks can be eliminated: If the index variable is guaranteed to be below the
array length, the check can be simply omitted. If the check is in a loop, the array length is loop invariant, and the maximum
value of the index variable is known, then the check can bemoved out of the loop. Finally, several checks involving the same
array in the same basic block can be grouped together to one check.
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Fig. 4. HIR of the method get().
5.1. Fully redundant checks
Checks are marked as fully redundant when it can be statically proven that the index expression is always nonnegative
and smaller than the array length. Fig. 4 presents the HIR of the Java method get() shown in Listing 4. The method is split
into four blocks. At the end of block 1, an if instruction checks whether p <= a.length, and an if instruction in block 2
checks whether p > 0. If both conditions hold, the array load is performed in block 3 and the value is returned. The last
block, which returns 0 if one of the conditions does not hold, is omitted for simplicity.
in t get ( in t [ ] a , in t p) {
i f (p <= a . length && p > 0) {
return a [p − 1 ] ;
}
return 0;
}
Listing 4. Example method get().
In this example, the root of the dominator tree is block 1 as this block is the start of the method. Block 2 is an immediate
child of block 1 and also the parent of block 3. The bounds check elimination algorithm therefore processes the blocks in the
same order as they are numbered.
Fig. 5 shows how the conditions for the expressions p and p-1 are derived. At every if instruction, new conditions
for the affected expressions are combined with previously obtained conditions using a conjunction. In case of two-operand
operations like additions or subtractionswhere one operand is constant, the conditions aremodified to reflect this operation.
In Fig. 5, for example, the condition for p is converted into a condition for p-1 by subtracting 1 from the constant part of
both the lower and the upper bound.
Using the condition of the index expressionp-1, it can beproven that the index is alwayswithin the valid range. The lower
bound is nonnegative and the upper bound is smaller than the array length, so the array bounds check is fully redundant
and can be omitted.
Blocks that do not dominate a block with an array access instruction in it are not processed because conditions derived
in these blocks cannot be used to eliminate a bounds check. When building the basic blocks from the Java bytecodes, a flag
for the corresponding block is set when such an instruction is added. Blocks that need not be processed are removed from
the dominator tree before the analysis.
When executing the SPECjvm98 benchmark suite, 72% of all compiled methods do not contain an array access at all, so
they are not processed by the algorithm. Additionally, 64% of the blocks can be eliminated because they do not dominate
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Fig. 5. Conditions for the values of the method get().
blocks containing bounds checks. In contrast to other approaches such as [12], we do not reduce thewhole instruction graph
to contain only instructions used as array indices because this would require disproportionally many changes of the HIR and
the run-time cost for maintaining the conditions for all integer instructions is low.
5.2. Loop-invariant checks
The number of fully redundant checks in an average Java program is not high because it is required that the array length
is compared with the index expression before the array access. In contrast, the method clear() shown in Listing 5 uses a
frequent code pattern where an array is accessed in a loop, but the array length is not checked explicitly.
void c lear ( in t [ ] a , in t x ) {
for ( in t i = 0 ; i < x ; i ++) {
a [ i ] = 0 ;
}
}
Listing 5. Example method clear().
The loop variable is used as the array index. The array and the variable x are not changed within the loop, i.e. they are
loop-invariant. At the point of the array access, the upper bound of the variablei is knownwhen looking at the loop condition
i <= x-1. The lower bound can be inferred from the fact that the start value of i is 0 and i is never decreased.
Fig. 6 shows the HIR of themethod. The important part for proving that i only increases is the phi function. Phi functions
are necessary in the SSA form to merge different values of the same variable when control flow joins. In the example, the
phi function merges the values of i that come from the two predecessor blocks 1 and 3.
When processing block 2, our algorithm detects that the phi and the add instruction form a cycle with no other
instructions involved. It derives from this construct that the value of i is always increased within the loop. Therefore, only
the upper bound of the phi instruction must be set to MAX, while the lower bound is the start value of i before the loop, i.e.
the constant 0.
At the beginning of block 3, the preceding if instruction has been evaluated, so an upper bound for the phi instruction
is known too. The two conditions are combined using a conjunction, so the resulting condition on the index variable at the
array access instruction is
0 <= i <= x− 1.
This condition is not sufficient to fully eliminate the check, because it does not incorporate the actual array length. The
upper bound of the index as well as the array are parameters, so the method could be called with the parameter x being
greater than the length of the array a and the method could throw an exception. The check is not fully redundant, so it
cannot be eliminated by an intraprocedural analysis.
Because the length of the array and the bounds of the index do not change within the loop, the check is partially
redundant. It can be replaced with a check before the loop. While an instruction in a loop is likely to be executed multiple
times, the instruction before the loop is executed exactly once. Only if the loop is never executed because the parameter x
is 0, the new bounds check is unnecessary, but this overhead can be neglected.
In the example, the variable x as well as the constant 0 are both loop-invariant. The bounds check can be replaced by a
check before the loop whether x exceeds the array length. Finding out whether an instruction is loop-invariant can be done
in constant time using the dominator tree. Any currently referenced instruction must be defined in a block that lies on the
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Fig. 6. HIR of the method clear().
Fig. 7. After insertion of instructions.
path between the current block and the root of the dominator tree. When the block of an instruction lies between the loop
header block and the root block, then the instruction is loop-invariant.
A problem however arises because of the exception semantics of Java. Even in optimized machine code, an exception
must be thrown at the same point during program execution as the interpreter would throw it. So we must not throw the
exception before the loop even if we know that a bounds check fails at some point during the loop execution. If the exception
would be thrown for example after 10 iterations, then these 10 iterations must be executed. It is therefore not allowed to
insert a normal bounds check before the loop.
A common solution to this problem uses loop versioning (see for example [19]). An optimized version of the loopwithout
bounds checks is executed when it is known that the checks are unnecessary, and the unmodified loop with bounds checks
is executed otherwise. However, this solution duplicates the code of the loop and therefore bloats the method with backup
code that is rarely or even never executed.
To avoid this, our algorithm inserts an instruction that triggers deoptimization if the check in front of the loop fails.
The optimized machine code without the bounds check is then discarded and the method is executed in the interpreter
instead, which will throw the exception at the correct point. In the example, the algorithm adds an instruction that triggers
deoptimization if the parameter x is greater than the array length.
Fig. 7 shows the HIR after the insertion of the deoptimization instruction. If the condition is true, the compiled machine
code is thrown away and the interpreter continues executing the method.
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Wemay even deoptimizewhen the programwould have executed completely without an exception. This can be the case
when the loop body is more complex and contains additional loop exits. The execution in the interpreter is slower, but after
some time the method is recompiled again. To prevent cycles of compilation and deoptimization, we use a flag to ensure
that the aggressive optimizations that caused a deoptimization are not applied again when amethod is recompiled. So there
is a benefit when the optimistic assumptions expressed by the deoptimize instructions at the beginning of the loop hold,
but only a small penalty when they fail.
The deoptimize instruction before the loop accesses the length of the array and can therefore cause a
NullPointerException. Again, the exception would be thrown at a wrong place. Therefore, we need to deoptimize
instead of directly throwing the exception. In most cases, the null check is carried out implicitly by the hardware [17]. We
introduced a flag that marks an instruction such that the implicit null check will call deoptimization instead of throwing the
exception.
5.3. Overflow of loop variable
The analysis that determines whether a variable of a Java program is always increasing within a loop must take integer
overflow into account. The result of an addition that would be greater than the maximum integer value is a negative value.
Therefore, we need to proof not only that the added value is at least zero, but also that no overflow can occur. Because our
algorithm only processes the addition of constant values to loop variables, checking the first part is trivial.
Proving the second part, however, is impossible in most cases. Therefore, we need to make sure that deoptimization is
called when the loop variable can overflow. This could be done by the following explicit check before the loop. As defined
in Listing 5, x denotes the value never reached by the loop variable and c the constant that is added to the loop variable in
each iteration:
deoptimize if x > MAX − c + 1.
However, when the condition for the index variable is used to eliminate a bounds check, then the following deoptimize
instruction is already inserted before the loop:
deoptimize if x > a.length.
So the algorithm can safely assume that the loop variable cannot overflow if the condition
a.length <= MAX − c + 1
is always true. When the variable can overflow, deoptimization is called anyway, so we do not need to care about this case.
As the length of an array must fit into a 32-bit signed integer value, this condition holds for sure if c is equal to 1. The
maximum length of an array is also bound by the maximum heap size divided by the size of a single array element in bytes.
So in most cases higher values for c are also acceptable.
The opposite case, when we want to show that a value is always decreasing, is simpler. The lower bound of the loop
variable is checked to be at least zero by the deoptimize instruction. If this check succeeds, no subtraction of any positive
value can cause an underflow.
5.4. Grouping checks
Another way of reducing the number of executed bounds checks is to group multiple checks that affect the same array
into a single one.We apply this optimization for bounds checks that are not removed by the previously discussed techniques.
To simplify the analysis, it is limited to checks that occur within the same basic block andwhere the index expressions differ
only by constants. Listing 6 shows the method triple()with three array stores. The bounds checks of all three stores can
be folded into one check before the first store. Again, deoptimization is needed to ensure that the exception is thrown at the
correct position.
void t r i p l e ( in t [ ] a , in t i ) {
a [ i ] = 0 ;
a [ i +1] = 1 ;
a [ i +2] = 2 ;
}
Listing 6. Example method triple().
Fig. 8 shows the HIR representation of the method. The algorithm needs a single pass over the instructions of each basic
block. For all array variables and index variables, it maintains the minimum and the maximum constants that are added to
the index variable when a certain array is accessed. Array accesses whose bounds checks have been removed by previous
optimizations are ignored. Instead of the bounds checks, two deoptimize instructions are inserted. They check whether the
index variable plus the minimum constant and the index variable plus the maximum constant are within the bounds of the
array.When this condition holds, also all other array accesses involving the same index variable and the same array are safe.
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Fig. 8. HIR of the method triple().
Grouping bounds checks is only profitable if more than two checks can be grouped together. This is because in Java the
lower bound of an array is always 0 and therefore a normal bounds check can be done with a single unsigned compare
instruction. For a grouped bounds check, however, separate compare instructions for the lower and the upper bound are
necessary. In the example, the three bounds checks are replaced by the following two deoptimize instructions at the start
of the basic block:
deoptimize if i < 0
deoptimize if i+ 2 >= a.length.
The calculation of i+2may cause an overflow. However, this case can be handledwithout any additional costs by using an
unsigned>= comparison, so that deoptimization is called when i + 2 overflows (the signed comparison i >= a.length−2
would also be possible, but would require an additional arithmetic instruction). The comparison for < 0 of the first
deoptimization instruction can also be performed by an unsigned comparison for>= a.length. This automatically handles
the case when the addition of the index variable and the minimum constant leads to an underflow. The only case that is
not handled automatically using these unsigned comparisons is when the difference between the lower and upper constant
added to the index is greater than the maximum possible integer value. We do not optimize this uncommon case.
Array accesses with constant indices are treated separately. Here the lower bound can be checked at compile time, so
we only maintain the maximum constant index for each array. Only one deoptimization instruction is needed, so grouping
array accesses with constant indices is profitable for even only two checks.
When the constant added to the index variable is between the maximum and minimum constants added at previous
array accesses, the bounds check is fully redundant and is immediately removed. So when the accesses at i+1 and i+2 in
Listing 6 would be swapped, then the access to i+1would be safe. If i+1was out of the bounds of the array, then one of the
previous array accesses would have thrown an exception.
6. Implementation details
This section presents implementation details that are more specific to the Java HotSpotTM VM, like the handling of
methods that are compiled for on-stack-replacement. Additionally, we compare our algorithm, which is tailored for the
client compiler, with the algorithm for bounds check elimination in the current product version of the server compiler.
6.1. Supporting optimizations
The array bounds check elimination algorithm is applied as one of the last optimization steps before the HIR is converted
to the LIR. Other optimizations applied prior to our algorithm can lead tomore bounds checks being eliminated. The built-in
optimizations of the client compiler like constant folding and global value numbering help to identify stronger conditions
on the index variables.
To increase the probability that a check can be moved out of a loop, we added a simple form of loop-invariant code
motion. Constant expressions are moved out of loops. For arithmetic operations, both operands need to be loop-invariant.
Because of possible aliasing effects, we need to be conservative when moving field loads or array accesses. A field load
is only moved out of the loop when there is no field store to this field within the loop. This conservative disambiguation by
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Fig. 9. HIR example for on-stack-replacement.
field name turned out to be sufficient. An array access is movedwhen the array and the index instructions are loop-invariant
and there is no array store to an array of the same basic type within the loop. The basic type only disambiguates scalar types,
but does not distinguish between different reference types for simplicity.
When moving instructions, we need to care about exceptions to occur at the correct code position. A field load or an
array load can cause a NullPointerException. We call deoptimization instead of throwing the exception immediately
to preserve the semantics.
6.2. On-stack-replacement
The Java HotSpotTM VMnormally compiles amethod onlywhen it is frequently executed, i.e. when its invocation counter
reaches a certain threshold. If a method contains a long-running loop, however, it is also possible to switch from interpreted
to compiled code while the method is running. This is called on-stack-replacement (OSR) [15]. Such methods are compiled
with an additional entry point that jumps directly into a loop to the point where the compilation was triggered. The local
variables and the operand stack of the interpreter are transferred to the machine code in the OSR entry block.
Fig. 9 shows an example of the HIR when a method is compiled with an OSR entry. In this case, the phi instructions
for loop values in the loop header have three inputs. The third one is coming from the OSR block and represents the result
of the loop iterations that were executed in the interpreter. Block 1 is never executed when the OSR entry is used. When
on-stack-replacement occurs in a nested loop, additional phi instructions are also required for all outer loops.
After a method is compiled using on-stack-replacement, the next invocation of themethod causes a normal compilation.
Therefore, only a small fraction of the total execution time is spent in the OSR compiled machine code when a method is
executed frequently. On the other hand, when a program consists of a method that is called only once and contains a long-
running loop, then themethodwill only get OSR compiled. Removing array bounds checks in suchmethods can improve the
run-time performance of the program. For most applications, the handling of OSR methods does not lead to an additional
speed-up. Nevertheless, it is desirable that the difference between the OSR compiled and normally compiled machine code
of a method is as low as possible, otherwise users could be confused by unexplainable performance differences.
When our algorithm is applied to OSR methods without any changes, it is only capable of removing few array bounds
checks. It cannot assume any conditions on the values coming from the OSR entry block. Therefore, all conditions for them
need to be cleared. To eliminate bounds checks in such methods, the algorithmmust consider the fact that the values of the
OSR entry are coming from the execution of the method in the interpreter. We group together the additional instructions
that were inserted because of the OSR entry. For example, if a loop-invariant array is accessed within a loop that contains
an OSR entry, the array is now represented by three instructions: the original instruction before the loop, the instruction
that loads the array from the interpreter frame, and a phi instruction that merges the two previous instructions at the loop
header.
It is safe to assume that the three instructions all refer to the same array. Therefore, we form a group from these three
instructions. The algorithm starts by grouping the instruction in the OSR block and the phi instruction. Now there is a phi
instruction with only one input coming from a different instruction. So those two instructions can be grouped too. This
process is continued until no more instructions can be grouped. The number of instructions in a group depends on the loop
nesting level, i.e. when the OSR entry is inside an inner loop, more than three instructions are grouped together.
Special caremust be takenwhen a bounds check ismoved out of a loop that has anOSR entry. The deoptimize instructions
must be inserted twice: once as usual before the loop and a second time at the end of the OSR block, because the loop can
also be entered from this block.When the checked bounds or the array is part of a group of instructions, then the instruction
that represents the group at the insertion pointmust be found. The algorithm iterates through the instructions in decreasing
order of their basic block’s dominator depth, i.e. the distance in the dominator tree from the root block. The first instruction
whose dominator depth is smaller than the loop header represents the group in the block before the loop.
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In most cases, our algorithm removes the same number of bounds checks in the OSR compiled method as in the normal
compilation of the method. Differences occur only when preceding optimization steps are restricted. For example, global
value numbering and loop-invariant code motion do not optimize loops with OSR entries. If a bounds check is eliminated
only because an instruction was loop-invariant, then it cannot be eliminated in the OSR compiled code.
Our optimization of OSR methods is based on the assumption that values coming from the interpreter have the same
conditions as if the method was executed normally. This assumption holds only if the interpreter executed exactly the same
bytecodes that are compiled, which holds for all normal application runs. However, advanced features of the Java HotSpotTM
VM to support interactive debugging sessions can change this behavior. It is possible to modify local variables arbitrarily
using a debugger [25], and it is possible to replace the bytecodes of a method using hot swapping [9]. Analyzing the impact
of these changes is too complex, so the only feasible solution is to disable our OSR algorithm during debugging.
6.3. Comparison with server compiler
The server compiler applies time-consuming global optimizations to produce faster machine code. When building
its program dependence graph [7], array bounds checks are modeled as if-statements. Therefore, traditional compiler
optimizations help removing bounds checks. The disadvantage of this approach is that the intermediate representation
of the compiler gets more complicated, because additional instructions and control flow branches are necessary for each
bounds check. This is in contrast to the approach of the client compiler, where the bounds checks are a part of the array
access instruction. This section compares the bounds check elimination of the current product version of the server compiler
with our research implementation for the client compiler.
Fully redundant bounds checks are automatically eliminated by the conditional constant propagation phase of the server
compiler. The grouping of checks is included in the global value numbering phase. Similar to our approach, the server
compiler groups checks where the same index instruction plus a constant offset and the same array are involved. In contrast
to our algorithm, the server compiler also searches for possible groups in preceding blocks. Therefore, it is more optimistic
when grouping checks. Our algorithmonly groups checkswithin one basic block and it is therefore guaranteed thatwhenwe
deoptimize, the ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException or at least another exceptionmust be thrown. The code generated
by the server compiler possibly deoptimizes when no exception must be thrown.
Loop-invariant check motion is done as part of the bounds check elimination within counted loops. The server compiler
does not distinguish between bounds checks and other conditional operations here. The loop is split in a pre-loop, a post-
loop, and the main loop body. When one operand of a compare instruction involves a loop-invariant instruction and the
other one depends on the counter variable, then the limits are adjusted such that the compare instruction in the main loop
can be deleted. While the approach of the server compiler is more general and also optimizes general bounds checks, it
heavily increases the code size and the compilation time by duplicating the loop body.
When the loop is not identified as a counted loop, the server compiler does not remove array bounds checks. Listing 7
shows an example method that the server compiler fails to optimize. The loop is not identified as a counted loop because it
has two loop exits and therefore loop splitting is not applied. The array bounds check remains unchanged and is executed for
each loop iteration. In contrast, our algorithm identifies the condition 0 <= i<= c-1 for the index variable. The condition
that c is smaller or equal to the length of the array is loop-invariant and can therefore be checked by a deoptimization
instruction before the loop. Our approach is optimistic, as it is not guaranteed that the exception is thrown when we revert
execution back to the interpreter. Execution could exit the loop before the index reaches a value greater than the array
length. The possible benefit of aggressive removal of bounds checks within a loop is high, while the additional cost when
the condition does not hold is only a recompilation of the method without optimistic bounds check elimination.
for ( in t i = 0 ; i < c ; i ++) {
i f ( check ( ) ) return ;
array [ i ] = 0 ;
}
Listing 7. Loop with additional exits.
7. Evaluation
This section evaluates our implementation of the algorithm in the Java HotSpotTM VM. It is currently integrated into the
early access build b21 of the JDK 7 [24]. We measure the percentage of removed dynamic bounds checks, the impact on
compilation speed, and the impact on execution speed.
All measurements were performed on an Intel CoreTM2 Quad processor Q6600 with four cores at 2.4 GHz, running
Microsoft Windows XP. Each core has a separate L1 data cache of 32 kByte. Two cores together share 4 MByte L2 cache,
so there are 8 MByte L2 cache in total. The main memory of 2 GByte is uniformly accessed by all cores. The results were
obtained using a 32-bit operating system and a 32-bit VM.
We use several benchmark suites for the evaluation. The SciMark 2.0 [21] and Java Grande [5] benchmarks perform
scientific computations that usually operate on large arrays. Somemathematical kernels are contained in both benchmarks,
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(a) SPECjvm98 and SciMark 2.0 benchmarks.
(b) Java Grande benchmarks (Section II and Section III).
(c) DaCapo benchmarks.
Fig. 10. Percentage of removed bounds checks (taller bars are better).
but either the implementation or the size of the input data is different so that they have a different behavior. The SPECjvm98
benchmark suite [23] contains both numerical and object-oriented applications. Finally, the DaCapo benchmark suite [2]
consists of large object-oriented applications.
7.1. Eliminated bounds checks
When comparing bounds check elimination algorithms, the percentage of removed checks is themost important criteria.
We instrumented the generated machine code to increment counters before each array access and also before each newly
inserted deoptimization instruction. Fig. 10 shows the results of our algorithm when only fully redundant checks are
removed, when the loop-invariant motion of checks is enabled, and finally also with the grouping of checks enabled. One
deoptimization instruction is counted as if one bounds check was performed. This is reasonable because a bounds check and
a check for deoptimization are expressed both by a compare instruction, a conditional branch, and in some cases also by an
instruction that loads the length of an array.
Some fully redundant bounds checks are detected in most benchmarks, e.g. all bounds checks of the RayTracer
benchmark can be eliminated. However, eliminating only fully redundant bounds checkswould not be a generally applicable
optimization. The removal of partially redundant checks by inserting a deoptimization instruction before the loop increases
the number of removed bounds checks significantly for most mathematical benchmarks. Additional instructions must be
inserted before the loop, so the efficiency is directly related to the number of loop iterations, i.e. the ratio of inserted checks
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before the loop and eliminated checks inside the loop. For example, one check before the loop eliminates 98 checks inside the
loop for the SOR benchmark of SciMark and even 1498 checks for the SOR benchmark of the Java Grande suite. In contrast,
this ratio is between 1.2 and 10 for all benchmarks of the DaCapo suite.
The grouping of checks is effective only in special cases, mainly because there is only an improvement if more than two
checks are grouped. The number of additionally executed inserted checks for deoptimization is quite high because these
checks are at the same loop nesting level as the original array bounds checks. The Crypt benchmark of Java Grande performs
six array accesses on the same array in the most important method. Grouping eliminates these bounds checks, but inserts
two checks for deoptimization. Therefore, about two thirds of the checks are eliminated. The benchmark mpegaudio of
SPECjvm98 is another example where this optimization yields significantly better results.
In mathematical benchmarks that perform array operations within loops, our algorithm eliminates the majority of the
checks. For the other benchmarks, the bounds checks that can not be eliminated are mostly checks of array accesses that
are outside of loops, not fully redundant, and cannot be grouped. As the overhead of a method invocation is quite high,
such bounds checks are not worth being eliminated. Section 7.2 shows that the theoretically possible speedup achievable
by bounds check elimination for object-oriented applications is low.
No array bounds check can be eliminated in the Series benchmark of Java Grande. The array is loaded from a field inside
a loop just before the array access. Loop-invariant code motion of the field access would be necessary to move the bounds
check out of the loop. This is however not possible because the loop contains calls to other methods, which could possibly
change the field. An interprocedural analysis would be necessary to prove that the field is not changed. However, the
benchmark results of the next section show that in this case such an optimizationwould not lead to any significant speedup.
We believe that an intraprocedural analysis is sufficient in most cases because only bounds checks in the innermost loops
are of interest. Such loops usually do not contain non-inlinable method calls.
7.2. Impact on run time
The speedup obtained by array bounds check elimination depends on the type of application. If the most frequently
executed methods contain array access instructions, elimination of bounds checks is effective. On the contrary, no speedup
can be expected if only a low percentage of the execution time is spent accessing arrays. Therefore, we did not only
measure the speedup achieved by our algorithm, but also the theoretically possible speedup reachable with bounds check
elimination by generating no bounds checks at all. With this change, the Java VMdoes not conform to the specification, as an
ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException will never be thrown and a program could freely access the memory and disable
all security mechanisms by accessing an array with an incorrect index. However, the benchmarks are not affected by this
change as the indices of all array accesses are within the correct bounds. Therefore, Fig. 11 shows the benchmark results for
three configurations: the baseline configuration with bounds checks, the impact of our bounds check elimination, and the
artificial configuration without any bounds checks.
When executing the SPECjvm98 benchmarks for the first time, the compilation time is relevant in comparison to the total
execution time. Therefore, we executed each benchmark several times and measured the slowest and the fastest execution
time. The slowest and the fastest runs are shown on top of each other relative to the same baseline. For SciMark and the Java
Grande benchmarks, the compilation time is insignificantly low and multiple runs show the same results.
Only for some of the benchmarks, the achievable speedup is above five percent. Even if an algorithmeliminates all bounds
checks, it cannot cross this limit. For example, although our algorithm eliminates nearly all of the bounds checks in the SOR
benchmark of SciMark, there is no measurable speedup because the array accesses are only responsible for a tiny fraction
of the total execution time.
We do not report results for the DaCapo benchmark suite because bounds check elimination is not significant for any
of these benchmarks. In the artificial configuration without any bounds checks, no benchmark has a speedup above 2%.
Even though up to 36% of the bounds checks are eliminated for some benchmarks, the speedup is only about 1% for these
benchmarks and therefore insignificant in practice.
The slowest runs of SPECjvm98 show that the slightly increased compilation time does not affect the start-up
performance of an application. The benefit outweighs the analysis overhead. Bounds check elimination has no significant
negative impact on the run time of any benchmark. The mpegaudio benchmark is one of the two SPECjvm98 benchmarks
that have a theoretically possible speedup of more than 5%. This is because the benchmark carries out calculations based
on arrays, e.g. the discrete cosine transformation. Our algorithm achieves a bit more than one half of the possible speedup,
which is consistent with the 63% eliminated bounds checks for this benchmark. In contrast, our algorithm fails to optimize
the mtrt benchmark, because the most relevant bounds checks of this benchmark are neither fully redundant nor in a loop.
The highest speedups are achieved for the LU benchmark of SciMark. The theoretically possible speedup is 161%. Because
our algorithm eliminates 96% of all bounds checks, our achieved speedup is 155%. Significant performance improvements
are also achieved for other benchmarks of the SciMark and Java Grande suites.
The results reported in our previous paper [27] show a higher speedup for some of the SciMark benchmarks. For example,
the LU benchmark was 197% faster with our bounds check elimination, with a theoretically possible speedup of 201%. These
resultsweremeasured on an Intel Pentium4 processorwith 3.2 GHz. The improved processor architecture and the increased
cache size of the current Intel Core processors reduce the impact of bounds check elimination for these benchmarks.
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(a) SPECjvm98 and SciMark 2.0 benchmarks.
(b) Java Grande benchmarks (Section II and Section III).
Fig. 11. Speedup when using the bounds check elimination algorithm (taller bars are better).
Fig. 12. Compile-time characteristics of the benchmark suites.
7.3. Compile-time impact
One important design goal of our algorithm is to have a small impact on the overall compilation time. It is designed for the
use in a fast just-in-time compiler, so the time needed for bounds check elimination adds to the run time of an application.
Fig. 12 summarizes the compile-time results of the four benchmark suites. It contains theminimumand themaximumvalue
observed in the according benchmarks.
The figure shows the different characteristics of scientific and object-oriented benchmarks. The mathematical
computations of the SciMark and Java Grande benchmarks are packed in a low number of long-running methods. Some
benchmarks require only 6methods to be compiled,with an overall compilation time of only 2ms. Bounds check elimination
requires 1.2% to 4.5% of the compilation time. This overhead is influenced by the number of compiled methods that contain
bounds checks because the whole optimization phase is skipped when no bounds check is present.
The object-oriented structure of the DaCapo benchmarks lead to a high number of compiledmethods. The compilation of
several thousand methods leads to an overall compilation time of up to 3 s. The first run of such benchmarks is significantly
slower than subsequent runs because of this overhead. Just one quarter to one half of the methods contain array bounds
checks, therefore the overhead of bounds check elimination is only 0.4% to 2.1%. The SPECjvm98 benchmark suite contains
both mathematical and object-oriented benchmarks, so the numbers are between the other kinds of benchmark suites.
The last group of columns in Fig. 12 shows the static number of bounds checks that are generated or eliminated. The
numbers vary greatly between the benchmarks and aremostly unrelatedwith the number of executed or eliminated bounds
checks at run time, which were presented in Fig. 10. This shows that it is unimportant how many array access instructions
are optimized. Contrariwise, it is important to eliminate the few but important array access instructions that are inside
frequently executed loops or methods.
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Deoptimization because of loop-invariant or grouped array bounds checks does not have a significant impact on compile
time because such cases occur rarely. At most two deoptimizations are performed in the DaCapo benchmarks, and one
deoptimization occurs in the LU benchmark of SciMark. All other benchmarks of SciMark, all Java Grande benchmarks, and
all SPECjvm98 benchmarks do not require deoptimization because of our optimistic bounds check elimination.
8. Related work
Gupta presents algorithms for bounds check elimination based on bound conditions [12,13]. One important difference
to our algorithm is the way the case of an index being out of bounds is handled. While wemust adhere to the Java exception
semantics, Gupta does not care about throwing the exception at the correct place and therefore does not require a concept
similar to our deoptimization. The basic ideas of grouping multiple checks into a single one as well as moving checks out of
loops are similar to our algorithm. However, his algorithm does not take advantage of conditions introduced by conditional
branches.
To reduce the execution time, Gupta’s algorithmworks on a reduced control flow graph, which contains only instructions
that are involved in array accesses. While Gupta differentiates between the lower and the upper bound check, this does not
make sense for our algorithm, as the costs for applying both or only one of them are the same in the Java HotSpotTM VM.
Bodík et al. present an algorithm that allows bounds check elimination for Java to be performed on demand [3], integrated
into the just-in-time compiler of the Jikes RVM [6]. This way it is possible to use the algorithm only for array accesses that
are frequently executed. The input to their algorithm is a representation similar to the HIR which is also in SSA form. They
convert it to an extended SSA form in such a way that the conditions do not change within the lifetime of a value. Therefore,
they need to insert additional pi instructions (in contrast to phi instructions of the SSA form) to represent new conditions
for certain values, e.g. after if statements.
Our algorithm does not need to insert such instructions and solves the problem by the special pre-order traversal of
the dominator tree. They use a full inequality graph instead of maintaining simplified conditions and perform an adapted
shortest path algorithm to check whether an index is within the correct bounds or not. In case of conditional branches, our
algorithm updates the bounds of the instructions, while their algorithm adds additional edges to the inequality graph.
Qian et al. perform an intraprocedural analysis and build inequality graphs for important points in a method [22]. They
update the inequality graph of a block by merging the graphs of its predecessors. When processing loops, they do a fix-
point calculation. They further improve their algorithm by doing an interprocedural field analysis and a special analysis for
finding rectangular arrays. However, their algorithm is not capable of handling partially redundant checks. They integrated
their algorithm into the Kaffee Java VM and into IBM’s HPCJ and provide evaluation results for the mpegaudio benchmark
and the SciMark benchmark suite.
All previously described approaches, including ours, use only information from the array itself and not from the context
around the array. In contrast, the related field analysis of Aggarwal et al. builds a relationship between an array field and an
integer field of the same object [1]. When it is known that the value of the integer field is always below or equal the length
of the array referenced by the array field, and when the integer field is compared with the index variable that is used for
an array access, then the bounds check of the array access is eliminated. This optimizes a frequently occurring code pattern
used e.g. by the Java collection classes: Because the capacity of a collection is usually larger than the size of the collection,
the explicit comparison that ensures that the index is below the size is sufficient to remove the bounds check that ensures
that the index is below the capacity. Therefore, they can eliminate a significantly higher percentage of bounds checks from
the SPECjvm98 benchmark suite. However, they require an interprocedural whole-program analysis of field accesses [10],
which would be expensive and complicated to implement in the context of a just-in-time compiler.
Some approaches eliminate bounds checks by annotating Java bytecodes [16,28]. The advantage of thismethod is that the
just-in-time compiler does not need to perform the elimination. Amore complex analysis can be applied as the analysis time
does not add to the execution time of the Java program. The disadvantages are larger class files and the need for verification
of the annotations in the virtual machine.
9. Conclusions
We presented an array bounds check elimination algorithm for Java and evaluated our implementation in the Java
HotSpotTM VM. Our algorithm is based on an intermediate representation in SSA form and performs an intraprocedural
constraint analysis on the index instructions.We remove partially redundant bounds checks and retain the correct exception
semantics by using deoptimization. The algorithm is designed to eliminate bounds checks for typical Java programs. While
having a low impact on the compilation time, it succeeds to eliminate the majority of all bounds checks and leads to a
speedup close to the theoretical maximum for the scientific SciMark benchmark. There are plans to integrate the algorithm
in one of the upcoming releases of the Java HotSpotTM virtual machine.
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